
 

 

ANNUAL REPORT FOR YEAR ENDED AUGUST 31ST 2007 
 
Object 1:  to conduct research into all aspects of the 
techniques used for searching for missing persons 
 
UK Missing Persons Behaviour Study: the system continues to 
operate as part of the Mountain Rescue (England &Wales) incident 
statistics system, run by the Incident Statistics Officer.  There has 
not been sufficient increase in the number of incidents held in the 
database this year to warrant the production of a report, with all of 
the analysis that it entails. 
Search Theory: following our observation of the sweep width field 
trials in Massachusetts in April 2006, we began to investigate 
alternative ways of enabling the benefits of search theory to 
become available to land SAR practitioners worldwide, and as 
soon as possible; this work has been done in collaboration with 
David Lovelock, formerly of the University of Arizona.  A paper is to 
be published by the end of 2007. 
 
Object 2:  to provide training for voluntary and statutory 
emergency services in respect of missing persons 
 
Initial Response Incident Management: this course has been 
taught three times during the course of the year: in Scotland in 
September 2006 for Ochills MRT, together with officers from 
Central Scotland Police, a pre-conference course prior to the Tri-
State SAR Conference, New York State, in September 2006, and 
in N. Ireland in November 2006 for Mourne MRT.  All three 
courses were well received.  These were our first courses with the 
Ochills and Mourne teams.  We have rewritten the manual during 
the year. 
Field Search Skills: this course has been taught three times this 
year: twice in Ireland in November 2006, for SEMRA and Sligo 
MRT, and in N. Ireland in February 2007, for Mourne MRT.  All 
three courses were successful.  This was our first course with the 
Sligo team. 
 
At the end of the year we were engaged in discussion with a 
number of organisations about possible dates for future courses. 
 
Object 3:  to publish materials to assist voluntary and 
statutory emergency services in respect of missing persons 
 



 

 

We decided that there had not been a sufficient increase in the 
number of reported incidents in our database to warrant an 
updated version of the UK missing person statistics this year.  
Nevertheless, we had fruitful discussions with Prof Ken Hill of St 
Mary’s University, Halifax, Nova Scotia earlier in the year; Prof Hill 
is a leading authority on lost person behaviour and offered some 
valuable advice on possible directions for future analysis. 
 
Object 4 – to disseminate information and Object 5 – to 
cooperate with other organisations 
 
International SAR Alliance – material has been added to the on-
line library throughout the year. 
The Centre for Search Research website – this has been offline 
for a large part of the year for technical reasons, but these have 
now been resolved.  Work began at the end of the year to upgrade 
the site to allow for improved website management. 
Waterford Institute of Technology: we have been in contact 
during the year with a group who are carrying out research into 
using radio tracking of SAR resources, together with some basic 
search management principles, to enhance SAR team capability.  
So far, we have provided them with information from our UK 
missing person behaviour study, and look forward to further 
involvement at an appropriate time. 
Washington State SAR conference: we made presentations at 
the state conference, held at Crystal Mountain, Washington State 
in May 2007. 
 
 


